8. **Use good test taking skills:** Most tests do not require you to answer the questions in the order in which they appear. Start by answering the question that is easiest for you — the one about which you are most certain. Then answer the next one in which you have the most confidence. Use this process through the whole test, leaving the most difficult or unsure items for last. Also, use good time management skills — be aware of the weight of each question. Don’t spend 30 minutes on a 5-point answer only to find you have 30 minutes to complete the remaining questions worth 95 points.

9. **Take breaks:** No, you don’t need to get up and run a few laps around the track to calm down. But, you might find that putting your pen down, closing your eyes, taking a few slow deep breaths and moving some of the muscles you’ve kept stationary in your chair for several minutes can help you feel more energized, calm, and able to perform better. This kind of break only takes 30-60 seconds.

10. **Plan to reward yourself after the exam is over:** Give yourself something to look forward to. Reward yourself for using the best possible study process, not for how well you did or did not do on the exam. Also, review what you did that worked well for you and what didn’t work so well. Then, keep what worked and find other better things to replace the things that didn’t work so well.

---

**Successful Test Performance**

The Georgia Tech Counseling Center is a unit of the Division of Student Affairs. The Center is dedicated to enhancing the academic experience and success of all students by providing a variety of counseling and psychological services to individuals and the campus community. We provide short-term counseling services to address a wide range of personal and career concerns. Our services are available at no charge to currently enrolled students.

For more information, contact us at:

**Georgia Tech Counseling Center**
**353 Ferst Drive, Suite 238**
**Student Services-Flag Building**
**Atlanta, Georgia 30332**
**404-894-2575**
**Website: [www.counseling.gatech.edu](http://www.counseling.gatech.edu)**

Follow us on:
Twitter at GTCounseling
Facebook at Georgia-Tech-Counseling-Center
YouTube: GTCounseling

**Office Hours**
Monday - Friday
8 am - 5 pm
SUCCESSFUL TEST PERFORMANCE

There are two requirements for success on a test:
1. Learning and knowing the content.
2. Demonstrating that knowledge during the exam.

Systematic use of learning skills will not only insure learning, but it will also eliminate one of the most important causes of exam panic: The uncertainty concerning one’s preparation. It is necessary not only to know the material - but to know that you know it. The self-testing provided by recitation and review is a rehearsal of the final performance (the exam). It provides proof of preparation and a shield against panic. According to students, their primary difficulty is “clutching” when the exam is given.

TO MAXIMIZE YOUR PERFORMANCE AND REDUCE ANXIETY, CONSIDER THESE STEPS:
1. PREPARE ADEQUATELY FOR THE TEST: (Or remember, you can’t remember what you haven’t studied.) That means planning time to study over a period of time rather than cramming. Cramming is not an effective study technique for long-term learning and it provides you with no alternatives if you find something you don’t understand while you are studying. Studying over time allows you to rehearse the material (rehearsal increases performance) and to deal with any questions you might have by asking classmates or professors. It also usually means you have stayed up half or most of the night and will be really tired when you go to take the test.

2. REHEARSE THE MATERIAL THE WAY YOU WILL BE TESTED: After you have studied the material, ask yourself the kinds of questions you expect to see on the test objective test questions (multiple choice, short answer, matching, etc.), essay, or story problem. If you can’t think of any questions, you probably haven’t studied the material well enough yet or you haven’t been going to class to see what the instructor has been emphasizing. Nevertheless, the more you practice like you will be tested, the more the exam will feel like just one more time through the material.

3. MONITOR THE THOUGHTS YOU ARE HAVING ABOUT YOUR PERFORMANCE: We tend to act the way we rehearse we will act. So, if we spend lots of time imagining that we are nervous, sweaty, and panicking and that we will not be able to remember anything and not be able to answer even one question, chances are good this rehearsal will pay off and we will “blank out” when the exam begins. On the other hand, if we prepare and rehearse adequately and imagine being eager to get to the test so that we can show what we know, it is more likely our performance will increase.

4. BE AS PHYSICALLY READY TO TAKE THE TEST AS YOU CAN: This means getting adequate sleep the night before the exam so you are rested; avoiding caffeine and other stimulants to keep you up the night before to study (and then finding you can’t fall asleep). By the way, stimulants cause your body to experience symptoms that precisely mimic panic – rapid heart rate, dilated pupils, shallow fast breathing, shaking, etc. If you drink a gallon of coffee and an hour later think you must be panicking because your body is doing strange things, it may just be the caffeine. Preparing adequately in advance allows you the time you need to sleep and re-charge before the test.

5. PANIC IS CONTAGIOUS: Stay away from the source of the contagion other students who haven’t prepared well.

6. REDUCE POTENTIAL DISTRACTIONS IN THE TESTING ROOM AS MUCH AS YOU CAN: Eat enough to feel comfortable, go to the bathroom before the test, and sit where you are less likely to be distracted. At Georgia Tech, it is always wise to wear layers of clothing because you never know what the temperature may be. Being able to put on or take off layers during the exam will keep you more comfortable.

7. ADMIT TO YOURSELF THAT YOU WILL NOT KNOW ALL THE ANSWERS: Instead of saying, over and over, "I'm afraid I won't know it", say "some of it I won't know - and some of it I will!". Thus, when you read the first question and don’t know the answer, you will respond, not with the conclusion that you know nothing, not by clutching, but by saying, “that’s the one that I don’t know.” Also, remember that some anxiety is useful. People perform best when there is neither too much nor too little anxiety. Don’t try to eliminate anxiety, just to keep it at a level that allows you to perform best.